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When these four people join forces, it seems to everyone that it is about to come to an end.

Especially the Qingcheng Dao Sword Li Daotian who is seventh in the sky list!

He is not only a martial artist, he is also a master of Taoist magic arts.

Combining martial arts and magic techniques together, one can imagine how terrifying it is!

What’s more, he also teamed up with three super powers!

“Kill!” The

strongest rushed out was the tenth god of war Thunder.

He was not in control of Thunder, but he was once named after the heavenly thunder to temper his
body without dying.

He is a master of horizontal training!

The body is so tyrannical that it can even hold the thunder and lightning!

It shows how powerful he is!

Immediately, the Western Region Sword King shot a scimitar like lightning.

A scimitar revolved, causing a sensation of wind and thunder.

He is known as the best knife in the world!

There are few people in the world to stop it!

The Hades shot out like lightning across the night, tearing the world apart, and ghosts and gods
trembled!

Li Daotian pinched his fingers, and the two Dao Swords he was carrying unsheathed.

Carrying the thunder power, fell from the sky and slashed towards Levi Garrison.

The terrifying power spread and shattered everything around him.

Everyone hurriedly avoided.

For fear of hurting yourself!

For the first time in many years, the four strongest players have joined forces.

It is rare!

But it was the descendant of the evil god to deal with!

There will be no remarks about bullying the less by more and bullying the smaller!

In the minds of the public, the evil spirits must die, no matter what methods are used!

“

Good job !!!” Levi Garrison roared wildly.

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

Facing the four people teaming up, Levi Garrison instantly blasted four punches!

The speed is so fast that it is unimaginable!

The shots of the top four top players are already the limit!

Don’t let Levi Garrison have a chance!

But under this limit, Levi Garrison hit four punches instantly!

Shocked!

“Bang!”

There was no god and demon under a punch, and the Thunder God of War couldn’t hold Levi
Garrison’s punch.

His clothes burst to pieces, and blood stains appeared on his body.

& What could hold the body of Thunder and Lightning, still could not stop Levi Garrison’s punch.

“Bang!”

The scimitar that looked like a lightning silver snake and dragon dance was blasted back by Levi
Garrison with a punch.

“Puff!”

The moment the Western Region Knife King caught the knife, his heart was sweet, and a mouthful of
blood spurted out.

“Bang!”

The Hades spear that pierced the night encountered Levi Garrison with a punch.

He was beaten back abruptly.

“Boom…”

The moment the master of the Hades spear caught it, as if he had picked up a large mountain, the
terrible weight instantly pressed on him.

His feet were torn apart in an instant, and the earth was shaking.

“Da da da da…” The

Yan Wang gun master withdrew more than ten steps in a row, and then stabilized his figure.

“Bang!”

As for Li Daotian’s double swords, Levi Garrison’s punch was abruptly shackled, and they were not
blown away!

But Li Daotian’s eyes were full of shock!

Is this young man terrible?

After repulsing the three of them, his dual swords did not hurt him!

“It’s me!” The

voice fell.

Levi Garrison disappeared.

“Boom boom boom…”

He already appeared in front of the Thunder God of War, with three punches.

God of Thunder cannot avoid it at all!

His body was cracked open, and finally flew out.

Did not wait for everyone to react!

Levi Garrison killed Xiangxiyu King Sword and Hades Spear again!

These two are obviously stronger.

Levi Garrison solved the opponent with five punches and eight punches respectively.

In the end, only Li Daotian was left.

Levi Garrison didn’t give him the opportunity to use spells at all.

Just about to pinch the finger, Levi Garrison’s fist arrived, like a gust of wind and rain.

Li Daotian immediately tried his best to resist.

“Da da da…”

Levi Garrison’s fists swept like a machine gun, and hundreds of punches blasted out in an instant.

Li Daotian used martial arts and martial arts together to resist.

…

“Puff!” But after

a long time, Li Daotian was obviously lost, and he flew out after being hit by a punch.

“Next!”

Levi Garrison shouted.

Next, it’s time to come out fifth on the top list.

